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CHALLENGE
Making money is the ultimate goal of any business. Losing money is what every
company wants to avoid, but it still happens, and more often than not because of the
following actions of employees:
Data leakage

Espionage and sabotage

Fraud and theft

Use of company’s assets
for personal benefit

Customer luring

Without identifying such problems, the companies are missing the potential profits at
the very minimum, but in the worst cases the companies bear great financial losses.

SearchInform DLP

Forensic Suite

Controls all communication
channels

Keeps track of all work
processes and activities
of employees

Monitors all information being
transferred and stored
Alerts on breaches of
information security policies

Analyzes all activities
Alerts on suspicious
activities
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SOLUTION
SearchInform DLP coupled with Forensic Suite establish the omni-channel
protection against financial losses due to data leaks and other harmful
activities by insiders.

You see the full objective picture of your
company affairs
Receive alerts about incidents that require
your attention
Conduct investigations
Reconstruct the chains of events where needed
Uncover all parties involved in an incident
Collect substantial evidence
Prevent fraud

The solution monitors company resources 24/7 and monitors employees whenever
they work, including the times they work from home or on business trips. You can
investigate both incidents occurring right now and the ones that occurred in the past.
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HOW THE SOLUTION WORKS
SearchInform DLP + Forensic Suite stack controls each data channel with an applicable
module. Our experience and feedback from the customers prove that this is the most
effective approach.

SEARCHINFORM DLP MODULES

MailController is responsible for
monitoring corporate and web mail
HTTPController captures messages
(Post/Get requests) transmitted via
Internet forums, blogs, chats, web mail
services or browser IM clients
IMController captures chats in

social networks (Facebook, LinkedIn,
etc.) and messengers (Viber, Telegram,
Jabber, etc.), as well as
incoming/outgoing messages on
popular web sites

SkypeController captures chats,

calls, SMS, and files in Skype. The
module also captures history in the app

FTPController audits documents
sent/received over FTP protocol
through common or encrypted
connection (SSL)

PrintController controls the

content of documents sent to
physical and virtual printers, the
data is captured at the OS level

СloudController controls content

of cloud storage, like Google Disk,
Dropbox, and others. It also blocks
the transmission of suspicious content

DeviceController tracks the fact

of connection of external devices to
computer, controls data sent to
devices, blocks data copying, encrypts
information being copied, blocks
launch of software from a device

Indexing Workstations keeps
track of confidential information on
workstations, in shared folders, and
cloud storages
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FORENSIC SUITE MODULES

ProgramController collects data

about applications and web sites
employees work with, as well as about
time spent on them. Sites are
automatically categorized - news,
shopping, games, social networks, etc.
The module shows who really works
and who doesn’t

MonitorController + LiveView

records video or takes screenshots on
schedule or by event like a launch of a
program or a process. With it you
could connect to up to 16 monitors in
live mode

MicrophoneController +
LiveSound records conversations

of employees in office and on
business trips through any detected
microphone – connected or
imbedded. You could also connect to
any microphone in live mode

CameraController + LiveCam

takes snapshots and records video of
user activity at the computer through
webcam that detects movement in
the view. You can customize a
schedule of recording and watch
violators in live mode

FileController controls operations
with files that are stored on servers
and in shared network folders. The
module registers all user actions with
files: opening, copying, changing,
deleting, etc.

Keylogger captures keystrokes,

logins, passwords, etc., as well as
information copied to the clipboard

RelationsChart detects
communication among colleagues, as
well as their relations with external
addressees. It visually shows who, to
whom, and over what channels sent
messages, as well as how many of
messages were sent
Hardware and Software
Inventory audits software (What

software is installed on a PC? What
software was uninstalled? What
programs are missing?) and hardware
(What components are installed? What
components were removed? What
devices were connected to a PC?)

DocumentPathController controls

document movement (who created, who
was disseminating, who opened, edited
or sent out a document)

Investigation Management
Console is a tool for conducting

investigations. It includes over 200
algorithms for filtering and searching
for sensitive data in the archive and
allows reconstructing any event that
takes place in a company
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Route of a document in the corporate network generated by DocumentPathController

Chart of relations generated by the RelationsChart component

The solution offers more than 100 predefined reports, and allows you to create your
own using intercepted data form the base, which includes all actions of the personnel
and events that occurred in the company. Robust report wizard allows you to view the
data by any criteria. This means that the number of unique reports that you can
create is unlimited
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CHALLENGES FOR
SEARCHINFORM DLP + FORENSIC SUITE

Forensic Suite

SearchInform DLP

Fraud discovery and reconstruction of
violations
Discovery of shell companies
Head hunting the employees
Exposing bribes and kick-backs

GDPR
Control of confidential documents
Control of personal information
Control of sent resumes

Monitoring rumors and gossip, revealing
informal leaders
Detection of violations of regulations
and work conduct
Identifying the facts of installing pirated
software and preventing virus attacks
Identification of risk groups - gambling,
terrorism, drug addiction, and others

200+ preset domain-oriented
policies that are available
immediately after installation

Privileged user management

Gartner research company included SearchInform solution in the magic
quadrant – Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Data Loss Prevention. Experts
described modular structure of the system as a strength of SearchInform
DLP: “SearchInform is a suitable choice for organizations that want to
take a modular approach to information security, where some systems
only enforce printing control, and other systems might enforce a full suite
of DLP capabilities.”
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BASE OF CAPTURED DATA AND INVESTIGATION MANAGEMENT
CONSOLE – FOR INVESTIGATION AND FORNESICS OF FRAUD

SearchInform DLP and Forensic Suite saves the original archive of all user communications.
It does not just store data, but allows operating it. With Investigation management console
the information security expert can form comprehensive analytical selections using different
search technologies:

Analysis of metadata

Content analysis

Use of attributes (search
by data channels, types of
files, direction of
transmission, sender, time,
bcc, and other attributes).

Use of digital fingerprints,
regular expressions,
dictionaries, consideration of
morphology, misprints,
transliteration, OCR, and other
standard technologies.

In addition to the traditional technologies of analysis, a variety of unique technologies that
increase the system efficiency are available:
Detection of texts similar in meaning or content to a sample
Search for images visually similar to a sample
Search within audio recordings (using the technology of
transcription of audio into text)
Content search within a video recording of user activity (you can
view the video fragment of particular actions only that are of
interest, for example, operations with a confidential document)
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Investigation Management Console also offers tools of thorough control – you
will be able to record actions (video) and speech (audio) of a violator or watch in
live mode via a microphone or webcam. The tools also provide for detection of all
operations with files and folders, audit logs, hardware or software. Such tools allow
not only restoring a violation accurately, but unambiguously detecting a circle of
involved parties as well.

WE WILL HELP TO USE
SEARCHINFORM DLP + FORENSIC SUITE
TO MAXIMUM EFFECT
Each client is assigned a personal manager of deployment department.
It is a skillful expert who
Trains on the system operation
Helps configure it according to the client’s needs
Suggests an optimal solution of your tasks according to the
SearchInform clients’ experience
Consults on the issues of analysis of captured data
Tells about capabilities of new versions of the product
Collects requests for the further development of the product
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WHY SEARCHINFORM DLP + FORENSIC SUITE

Installation takes just 2-3 hours
And it can be done by your IT staff. Immediately the system will start
collecting and analyzing information in accordance with preset
security policies. More than 100 reports are available right away

Deployment does not interfere with your work processes
Installation does not require any changes in your local network
structure. Thus the product deployment does not cause any
downtime or change in established processes

The solution protects your data offsite
It operates not only at the level of the local network but also at the
level of each separate computer. The software secures your data
even when employees work from home or while on business trips

Continuous support of the deployment department
We teach you how to operate the software, how to build robust
security policies, we provide consulting on the interception analysis
and keep you updated on the new software features and capabilities
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ORDER A FREE TEST DRIVE
Check the efficiency of SearchInform DLP + Forensic Suite for your business –
try fully functional versions of products.

WE
Deploy and configure software
Provide ready-to-use security policies
Train your information security experts
Assign to you a manager, technical support manager,
and deployment expert

YOU
Estimate the tools efficiency
Detect flaws in the work processes and fix them
Optimize internal expenses in your company
Make an independent and reasonable decision on the
need of the SearchInform DLP + Forensic Suite
deployment in your business

Let the solutions speak for themselves.
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